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Frances May 

"Stylish Clothing for Discerning Shoppers"

You'll find oodles of both style and substance at the Frances May

boutique. A well-curated collection of high-end clothing from American

and European designer brands, like Rachel Comey, Acne and Dusen

Dusen, has earned this local boutique a much-coveted place in the hearts

of the city's stylishly attired. The aesthetic behind the boutique's inspired

collection blends classic charm with the latest trends for clothing that will

appear as fresh and fashion-forward as ever, even a couple of years down

the line. Complemented by a thoughtful selection of accessories and

shoes, a shopping spree at Frances May is one you won't regret.

 +1 503 227 3402  www.francesmay.com/  info@francesmay.com  1003 Southwest Washington

Street, Portland OR

 by OrnaW   

Xtabay Vintage Clothing 

"Vintage Vibes"

Their unique selection of dresses and gowns have garnered Xtabay

Vintage Clothing quite a repute not only in Portland but all across the

state. A visit to this store is sure to transport you back into the early

1930s; drenched in flowery wallpapers, lit with quaint candles and

surrounded by vintage fashion, the store itself sets the mood right for the

experience that is to follow. Every piece of clothing designed here is a

masterpiece, whether it is a dainty hat or an elaborate wedding gown, it is

sure to turn heads and win you several compliments. Also, their designs

are never repeated and they all pamper you with versatility. If you wish to

live a fashion chapter out of 'Breakfast At Tiffany's' or 'The Pretty Woman'

then Xtabay Vintage Clothing is surely the place for you to be!

 +1 503 234 7568  xtabayvintage.com/  2515 Southeast Clinton Street, Portland

OR
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